Riding the Sooner Range
By Ted Beard

THAT young chap in the Park-
inson Hotel lobby of Oklahoma— that is RALPH KENXON. Did he tear down play-
houses in his brief weeks leading up to July
12? I will say he did! Why, only nine weeks ago he was making his last hamburger in the Oklahoma Memorial Union on the campus of
the University. He last peeled meant that he had completed his work, six long years in O. U., coming out a new Oklahoma kid
lawyer.) How did he get through; Easy (Oh
years in O .U., coming out a new Oklahoma kid
in those brief weeks leading
cision live( [ 

So you and the family have just returned last
Junior College and who, incidentally, is one of
honed enjoyed every minute of your visit to
Ayer, Mass., and the visit with your brother, Dr.
Wails? Yes, I recognize you now as CHARLES
Attorney at Muskogee and a brother of Sam?
some years ago to keep fruit trees from freezing in the change-
ting weather. So you are a practicing
smallest and has, due to the
halls. Then, too, then we should not overlook the fact that Mrs. J. O.
(CARRIE BUTTRAM WAILS) had a
very great interest in O. U. and still has, due to the
two degrees, '19, that she holds. The

Do I know SAM AMBRISTER, '08, of
Norman? Well, I should say I do! Why Sam and I often swap ideas about the best methods to keep fruit trees from freezing in the change-
ing weather. So you are a practicing


As far as I know now, it was the name of that very efficient secretary
 introduced me to the
ter. The exchange of more

And a word about the mechanical

women are always the

females and on the way, via

When we come down through the

That roar of bells—could it be Ponca City really

A . C:. Wright, Dr. H . C.

The exchange of more

we come to Ponca City, and this Friday,

For some of the gang of Sooner

No, now that the eyes are
nhat, you have possibly gained the prestige of

the Smith or Jones brothers alarm clock

Later the Smith or Jones brothers alarm clock

We have possibly gained the prestige of

The exchange of more

such a din of noise as

Next Monday you will hear worked here and

I recently learned that you had served well and

long enough that

I now had a seven-minute stopover in Wichita, Kansas, let

our first set, for some of the gang of Sooner will be there at the station.

Then, why is there JOHN PAYNTER, '26. "Surely, you must be a native of
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Many years have you worked here because I
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glad to hear of MARCELETTE GRANT, '27ex, now Mrs. Courtney Davis of Wichita! ... Yes, John, I know that he is a hardworking musician, GRANVILLE TIERNEY, '24, BRESSEM HOLTSCHUE, '34, and PAUL W. FLEER, '28 and 29law, have worked their way in an outstanding trio in the thriving City of St. Paul, where they are doing splendidly.

The gentleman on the other end of the Southwestern Bell connection is AL DRAKE, '28bus, who came to O. U. from his home town in Tecumseh some years ago and is at present Missouri state manager for the Southwestern Bell. ‘28bus and Mrs. Drake have a high and rising two and a half-year-old the R. COLE, '34, and ELAINE M. LANDE, '32, of Kansas City, are now Mrs. R. COLE, '34, and ELAINE M. LANDE, '32.

GER, '28 and '29law, have worked their way in the A. A. U. W. annual spring "Know Your '30 (who, incidentally, has been doing a swell job for several seasons as an U. S. ambassador in the A. A. U. W. annual spring "Know Your Universities in Institute on Kansas City; and old head librarian ELAINE BLASER, '23, who has been assigned to an O. U. Alumni activities service, is superintendent for the Great Lakes Pipe Line Company. It was fine to receive this call, but it is hard to be present this fall at the O. U. Homecoming. Mrs. MABEL D. SEWTER, '20; and SARAH M. BAKER, '21.

DOROTHY MOYER, '30 (who, incidentally, has been doing a swell job for several seasons as an U. S. ambassador in the A. A. U. W. annual spring "Know Your Universities in Institute on Kansas City; and old head librarian ELAINE BLASER, '23, who has been assigned to an O. U. Alumni activities service, is superintendent for the Great Lakes Pipe Line Company. It was fine to receive this call, but it is hard to be present this fall at the O. U. Homecoming. Mrs. MABEL D. SEWTER, '20; and SARAH M. BAKER, '21.

S. L. HARRIS, '20law, DOROTHY MOYER, '30 (who, incidentally, has been doing a swell job for several seasons as an U. S. ambassador in the A. A. U. W. annual spring "Know Your Universities in Institute on Kansas City; and old head librarian ELAINE BLASER, '23, who has been assigned to an O. U. Alumni activities service, is superintendent for the Great Lakes Pipe Line Company. It was fine to receive this call, but it is hard to be present this fall at the O. U. Homecoming. Mrs. MABEL D. SEWTER, '20; and SARAH M. BAKER, '21.

It is really a treat to see you again George and to rehash Sooner news! The George in this case was GEORGE CHRISTMAS, '28, of St. Paul, Minnesota, his brother, who was a member of the Class of 1928. He, too, is a charmer. We were glad to receive this call and hope that we will hear from him again.

And—usually it seems that in all communities and cities of the country the O. U. crowd stands out in various fields. George told me quite in detail of the marvelous record in surgery that Dr. T. W. BERRY, '25 from San Francisco, has been accomplishing in his advertising business, that he has been fortunate in handling the publicity material for the past three successful mayors for the City of St. Paul and while during this "electing" sponsored the publicity for several minor offices such as sheriff and others.

And—usually it seems that in all communities and cities of the country the O. U. crowd stands out in various fields. George told me quite in detail of the marvelous record in surgery that Dr. T. W. BERRY, '25 from San Francisco, has been accomplishing in his advertising business, that he has been fortunate in handling the publicity material for the past three successful mayors for the City of St. Paul and while during this "electing" sponsored the publicity for several minor offices such as sheriff and others.

But Sooner greetings and exchange of yarns must end here. We shall see you all again in Salt Lake City—and more Sooner! ...